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Abstract
A new theoretical computational model, called conformon-P system, based on simple and
basic concepts inspired from a theoretical model of the living cell and membrane computing is
presented.
The computational power of it and of some natural variants are studied.
Links with Petri nets, reversible computation, other interpretations and variants of the model
are brie5y outlined.
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1. Introduction
One of the direction of research of Computer Science in the last years saw the cre-
ation of new computability models directly inspired by biochemical processes. These
investigations gave birth to the theoretical facet of natural computing where biochem-
ical phenomena are interpreted as computational processes.
One of the pioneer papers in this area [7] introduced and investigated the compu-
tational power of splicing (a recombinational behavior of DNA and RNA molecules
allowed by speci>ed classes of enzymatic activities) from a mathematical point of
view.
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Our research resides in the sphere of these theoretical investigations: inspired by
some basic principles of biocybernetics [10] (a general molecular theory of living pro-
cesses), we introduced in [3] and we initially studied in [4] a new model of membrane
systems that we study here in more detail.
In [10] biocybernetics is formulated on the basis of principles, concepts and analogies
imported from physics, chemistry and cybernetics. The most novel physical concept to
emerge in that theory is that of gnergy, a hybrid physical entity composed of free en-
ergy and genetic information that is postulated to be ultimately responsible for driving
all molecular machines. Discrete physical entities carrying gnergy are called gnergons
and there are two examples of gnergons that have been identi>ed in biology so far:
(1) conformons, sequence-speci>c mechanical strains of biopolymers, and (2) intracel-
lular dissipative structures (IDSs) intracellular chemical and mechanical stress gradients
and waves. Conformons and IDSs are utilized to formulate what appears to be the >rst
coherent theoretical model of the living cell known as the Bhopalator [9,12].
Membrane systems (also called P systems) are a new class of distributed and par-
allel theoretical computing devices introduced in [20]. In the seminal paper the author
considers systems based on an hierarchically arranged, >nite cell-structure consisting
of several cell-membranes embedded in a main membrane called the skin. The mem-
branes delimit regions where objects, elements of a >nite set, and evolution rules can
be placed.
The objects evolve according to given evolution rules associated with a region, and
they may also move between regions. A computation starts from an initial con>guration
of the system, de>ned by a cell-structure with objects and evolution rules in each region,
and terminates (halts) when no further rule can be applied.
In [20] the author examines three ways to view P systems: transition, rewriting
and splicing P systems. Starting from these, several variants were considered (see,
for instance, [2,16,17,21,25]). Each of these variants has been shown to generate all
recursively enumerable sets or vectors of natural numbers. The latest information about
P systems can be found at the url http://psystems.disco.unimib.it/.
Conformon-P systems, the variant of P systems presented in Section 3, consider as
objects conformons—an ordered pair of name and value. This way to consider objects
diGers in a substantial way from the others described in the literature of membrane
systems. Until now an object has been considered either as a simple entity without
internal structure or a string, that is, an entity with a well de>ned structure. Objects
considered in our research may be viewed in between these two categories as the only
structure related to the name is its value.
In Section 2, we present the de>nition of conformon in molecular biology. In Sec-
tion 3, we give the de>nitions used in this paper. Some modules (used in other sections)
are introduced in Section 4, also there we study the basic version of conformon-P sys-
tems, characterized by a >nite number of conformons and a >nite total value. A variant
having an unbounded number of conformons but a >nite total value is subject of inves-
tigation in Section 5. Conformon-P systems with both the number of conformons and
the total value unbounded are studied in Section 6. Other possible variants and inter-
pretations of the model are outlined together with links with Petri nets and reversible
computation in Section 7.
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2. The conformon in molecular biology
The concept of conformon was introduced in molecular biology independently in
[5,28]. The common part of the two de>nitions is the conformational deformation of
(macro)molecules present in a cell. In [5] the attention is focused on the free energy
associated with the localized conformational strain: a conformon is seen as a sequence
speci>c mechanical strain that provides both free energy and Shannon information.
Following the de>nition given in [5] conformons and conformon-like entities have
been classi>ed into 10 families based on their biological functions [11]. Moreover, con-
formons are at the base of the Bhopalator: a theoretical model of the living cell [9,12]
in which the processes present in a cell are described using conformons arranged
in space and time with appropriate force vectors. In this model conformons interact
exchanging all or part of their free energy.
The term conformon was adopted in [14,15] where the authors developed the >rst
quantum mechanical representation of the conformon concept.
Other de>nitions of conformons are used in other disciplines, such as physics in
relation to gravitation and entropy.
3. Basic denitions
As indicated in the Introduction, the basic ideas about conformons and the interac-
tions between them have inspired us to de>ne a variant of a membrane system. What
in biocybernetics is a pair of information and free energy in this section is de>ned
from a mathematical point of view as an ordered pair name-value, and the interaction
between two conformons is modeled as passage of the whole or a part of the value
from one pair to another one.
Let V be a >nite alphabet and N the set of natural numbers. A conformon is an
element of the relation name-value: V×N0 (where N0 =N∪{0}), denoted by [X; x].
We will refer to X as the name of the conformon [X; x] and to x as the value of
[X; x]. The symbol X will also refer to the conformon itself; the context will help the
reader to understand when we refer only to the name aspect of the conformon or to the
whole conformon. Moreover, let r= 〈A; e; B〉, A; B∈V , e∈N, be a rule (also indicated
as A e→ B) de>ning the passage of (part of the) value from one conformon to another
so that
[A; a]
[B; b]
⇒r [A; a− e][B; b+ e] (1)
with a; b∈N0, a¿e indicating that [A; a] and [B; b] interact according to r. Informally
this means that e is subtracted from the value of the conformon (with name) A and
e is added to the value of the conformon (with name) B only if the value of A is at
least e.
A multiset M (over V ) is a function M :V →N0; for d∈V , M (d) de>nes the
multiplicity of d in the multiset M . We will indicate this also with (d;M (d)). In case
the multiplicity of an element of a multiset is 1 we will indicate just the element. The
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support of a multiset M is the set supp(M)= {d∈V |M (d)¿0}. Informally we will
say that an element belongs to a multiset M if it belongs to the support of M . The size
of a multiset is de>ned by the function | · | : (V →N∪ + {∞})→N∪{+∞}, where
for M multiset over V , |M |= ∑a∈supp(M)M (a). Intuitively the size of a multiset M
gives the number of elements in supp(M) counted with their multiplicity.
Let M1; M2 :V →N0 be two multisets. The union of M1 and M2 is the multiset
M1 ∪M2 :V →N0 de>ned by (M1 ∪M2)(d)=M1(d) + M2(d), for all d∈V . The dif-
ference M1\M2 is here de>ned only when M2 is included in M1 (which means that
M1(d)¿M2(d) for all d∈V ) and it is the multiset M1\M2 :V →N0 given by (M1\M2)
(d)=M1(d)−M2(d) for all d∈V .
A basic conformon-P system of degree m, m¿1, is a construct =(V; ; fin;
ack; L1; : : : ; Lm; R1; : : : ; Rm), where V is an alphabet; =(N; E) is a directed labeled
graph underlying . The set N ⊂N contains vertices; for simplicity we de>ne N =
{1; : : : ; m}. Each vertex in N de>nes a region (or membrane) of the system . The
set E⊆N×N×pred(N0) de>nes directed labeled edges between vertices, indicated by
(i; j; pred(n)) where for each n∈N0 we consider pred(n)= {¿n;6n} set of predi-
cates. So, for instance, an edge can be (3; 5;¿2) where the >rst two elements (3 and
5) indicate nodes, the third one the predicate associated to the edge. The semantics of
a predicate p∈ pred(n) is the following: given x∈N0, p(x) may be either (¿n)(x)
indicating x¿n, or (6n)(x) indicating x6n. The membrane fin∈N de>nes the 7nal
membrane while ack ∈N the acknowledgment membrane.
The multisets Li over V×N0, contain conformons associated to region i, i∈N; Ri
are >nite sets of rules for conformons interaction associated to region i, i∈N.
Two conformons associated to a membrane i may interact according to a rule r
associated to the same membrane such that the multiset of conformons Mi changes
into M ′i . So, for i∈N , [A; a]; [B; b]∈Mi and r=〈A; e; B〉 ∈Ri, A; B∈V , a; b; e∈N0, we
have what indicated in (1) so that M ′i =(Mi\{[A; a]; [B; b]})∪{[A; a− e]; [B; b+ e]}.
A conformon [X; x] associated to a membrane i may pass to a membrane j if
(i; j; p)∈E and p(x) holds, changing the multisets of conformons Mi and Mj to M ′i
and M ′j , respectively. In this case M
′
i =Mi\{[X; x]} and M ′j =Mj ∪{[X; x]}. The fact
that the passage of an object to a membrane is regulated by some features present in
the compartments themselves is already discussed by others in literature when P sys-
tems with electrical charge and variable thickness have been considered [22] or only
communication was used to compute [23,24].
The interaction of two conformons according to a rule and the passage of a confor-
mon from one membrane to another are the only operations that may be performed by
a conformon-P system. A conformon present in a membrane may be involved in one
of these two operations or none of them.
It is important to note that at this stage of our investigation there is no priority
between the passage of a conformon to another membrane and the application of a
rule.
If a conformon may pass to another membrane or interact with another conformon
according to a rule, then one of the two operations or none of them is nondeterministi-
cally chosen. So the feature “all the objects which can evolve should evolve”, present
in most of the other variants of P system introduced until now, is not applied here. The
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presence of such a universal clock, common in digital computers but not in biological
processes, is very powerful from a computational point of view as it forces the system
to a maximal parallelism. The parallelism of conformon-P systems is not limited by
this choice of us as it is always possible that an operation is performed when it can
be performed.
The possibility to carry out one of the two allowed operations in a same membrane
or none of them lets conformon-P systems to be nondeterministic. Nondeterminism
may also arise from the con>gurations of a conformon-P system if in a membrane
a conformon may interact with more than one conformon and also from the graph
underlying  if a membrane has edges with the same predicate going to diGerent
membranes.
A con7guration of  is an m-tuple (M1; : : : ; Mm) of multisets over V × N0. The
m-tuple (L1; : : : ; Lm), supp(Lack)= ∅, is called initial con7guration (so in the initial
con>guration the acknowledge membrane does not contain any conformon) while any
con>guration having supp(Mack) = ∅ is called 7nal con7guration. For two con>gura-
tions (M1; : : : ; Mm), (M ′1 ; : : : ; M
′
m) of  we write (M1; : : : ; Mm)⇒ (M ′1 ; : : : ; M ′m) indicating
a transition from (M1; : : : ; Mm) to (M ′1 ; : : : ; M
′
m) that is the parallel application of one or
no operation to all the conformons associated to each membrane of . In other words
in any con>guration in which supp(Lack) = ∅ any conformon associated to a membrane
can either interact with another conformon associated to the same membrane or pass to
another membrane or remain in the same membrane. If no operation is applied to a mul-
tiset Mi, then Mi =M ′i . The re5exive and transitive closure of ⇒ is indicated by ⇒∗.
A computation is a >nite sequence of transitions between con>gurations of a system
 starting from (L1; : : : ; Lm). The result of a computation is given by the multisets of
conformons associated to membrane 7n when any conformon is associated to mem-
brane ack. When this happens the computation is halted, that is no other operation is
performed even if it could. This feature is new in the area of membrane computing: it
provides an alternative to the way of de>ning successful computations as halting com-
putations. When a conformon is associated to the acknowledge membrane the number
of conformons (counted with their multiplicity) associated to membrane 7n de>ne the
number generated by , indicated by L().
Formally
L() = {|M>n| | (L1; : : : ; Lm)⇒∗ (M ′1; : : : ; M ′m)⇒∗ (M1; : : : ; Mm);
supp(M ′ack) = ∅; supp(Mack) = ∅}:
In the rest of this paper we analyze the computational power of basic conformons-P
systems and some variants of them.
4. Basic conformon-P systems
Some modules needed for the description of P systems using conformons are pre-
sented in the >rst part of this section, in the second part the computational power of
basic conformon-P systems is studied.
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Fig. 1. A Splitter.
For a better understanding of the systems presented in this paper >gures representing
them are provided. In these >gures membranes are depicted as enclosed compartments
having their label written in bold on their right-upper corner. Rules related to a mem-
brane are written inside it; conformons associated to the initial con>guration of a
system are written in bold inside a membrane while the ones written in normal font
are associated to that membrane in one of the possible con>gurations of the system.
An or between two conformons indicates that both may be associated to a membrane
but not in the same con>guration. Directed edges between membranes are represented
as arrows with their predicate indicated on them. In order to have a clearer picture
representing a conformon-P systems more than one edge connecting two membranes
have been depicted as just one where the diGerent predicates are separated by a slash
(=).
A module is a group of membranes in a conformon-P system able to perform a
speci>c task. As a module is supposed to be part of a bigger system it will have edges
coming from or going to vertices not de>ned in the module itself. For this reason in
the >gures representing modules we depict these vertices with a dashed line; modules,
on the other hand, will be indicated by a unique enclosed compartment with a thicker
line. Such modules will have a label written in bold on its right upper corner indicating
the kind of module. A subscript is added to diGerentiate labels referring to the same
kind of module present in one system.
Lemma 1 (Splitter). There exists a module that, when a conformon [X; x] with x∈{x1;
: : : ; xh}, xi¡xi+1; 16i6h − 1, is associated to a speci7c membrane of it, may pass
such a conformon to other speci7c membranes according to its value x.
Proof. Fig. 1(a) represents a detailed Splitter. During this proof we will refer to such
>gure. No conformon and no rule is associated to the initial con>guration of this module
having h membranes having labels xi; 16i6h. Each of such membranes has edges
(xi; xi+1;¿xi+1) for 16i6h−1, and (xi; ui;6xi) for 16i6h, where ui are membranes
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external to the module. If a conformon [X; x] is present in membrane xj; 16j6h, then,
considering what just described and that x∈{x1; : : : ; xn}; xi¡xi+1 for 16i6h − 1, it
may pass to membrane uj only if x= xj, otherwise x¿xj and then [X; x] will pass to
membrane xj+1. So, any conformon associated to membrane xi and leaving from here
the module may only have i as value for 16i6h.
Considering what was stated in the previous proof the operation performed by a
splitter may be indicated in a more convenient way by more speci>c predicates on
the edges outgoing the module. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the module representation of a
Splitter having spl as label and edges with predicates= xi; 16i6h, indicating that a
conformon [X; x] may pass from membrane uh+1 to membrane ui only if x= xi.
Lemma 2 (Separator). There exists a module that when conformons of type [Xi; x];
16i6h; x¿1 are associated to a speci7c membrane of it, may pass them to speci7c
di9erent membranes according to their name content.
Proof. Fig. 2(a) represents a detailed Separator. The number of membranes and the
conformons associated to the membranes of this module depend on h and x. In the ini-
tial con>guration membrane 1 of this module contains the conformons [Ci; c]; Ci =Xj;
16i; j6h. In order to diGerentiate the conformons [Xi; x], f(i) (f :N→N) is added to
the value of them and decreased from the value of [Ci; c]. We want that this operation
is performed only once when [Xi; x] and [Ci; c] are both associated to membrane 1. For
this reason we de>ne f(i)= c−c=2+h+1− i, 16i6h (where y= z; z ∈N0, z=y
if y∈N0 or z¿y; z¡y+1 otherwise). Moreover, we want that c¿x+ c+ c=2+ h
(such that the sum of x with the biggest value of f(i) is bigger than c). This leads
to have c¿2x + 2h if c is even or c¿2x + 2h + 1 if c is odd. After this operation
only one kind of conformons (the ones with name Xi) may have x+f(i) as value and
only one conformon Ci may have c − f(i) as value. The interaction has been chosen
in such a way that x; c; x + f(i) and c − f(i) are all diGerent (for 16i6h).
Via a splitter the conformons [Xi; x + f(i)] and [Ci; c − f(i)], 16i6h, may pass
to membrane 1 + i, where the rules Xi
f(i)→ Ci are present. After the interaction the
conformons [Ci; c] and [Xi; x] are created in membrane 1 + i. The >rst of these two
conformons may pass to membrane 1 while the second to the membrane (external to
the module) labeled ui.
Fig. 2(b) illustrates the module representation of a Separator having [x; h]sep as
label. The operation performed by a Separator may be indicated in a more convenient
way by a label on an edge. Fig. 2(c) represents a conformon-P system having edges
with labels [Xi; x] indicating that a conformon [Xj; x] may pass from membrane u to
membrane ui only if j= i.
Lemma 3 (Decreaser=increaser). There exists a module that when a conformon [X; x]
with x¿1 is associated to a speci7c membrane of it may decrease or increase the
value of such conformon to q, so that [X; q] may pass to another speci7c membrane.
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Fig. 2. A Separator.
Proof. Fig. 3(a) represents a detailed Decreaser=Increaser. During this proof we will
refer to such >gure. The rules X 1→C and C 1→X are associated to membrane 1 and
also the conformon [C; c] (c¿q− x in case this module is used as an increaser) in the
initial con>guration of this module. When a conformon [X; x] is associated to the same
membrane its value and the one of conformons C is nondeterministically decreased or
increased one unit per time. Via a Separator only the conformon [X; q] may pass to a
speci>c membrane external the module.
In Section 6, we study conformon-P systems having conformons with an integer as
value present with in>nite multiplicity. In this case, when an Increaser is used, it is
more convenient to substitute the conformon [C; c] associated to membrane 1 of this
module with the conformons ([C; 1];+∞) without any diGerence for the computation.
Fig. 3(b) illustrates the module representation of a Decreaser=Increaser having [q]dec
or [q]inc as label when this module is used as Decreaser or Increaser, respectively.
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Fig. 3. A. Decreaser.
Fig. 4. The basic conformon-P system related to Example 1.
Example 1. A basic conformon-P system may generate any set {o; : : : ; o+ k}⊂N0.
Fig. 4 represents the basic conformon-P systems considered in this example. The
initial con>guration of this system consists of k occurrences of the conformon [C; 0]
associated to membrane 1, while o occurrences are associated to membrane 2 (the
>nal membrane) together with the conformon [X; 1]. The acknowledge membrane is
initially empty. The conformon [X; 1] is the only one that can pass in any moment
to the acknowledgment membrane. Before this happens it is possible that at most k
occurrences of [C; 0] pass from membranes 1 to 2. Thus, the number of conformons
present in the >nal membrane when the system halts is at least o and at most o+ k.
5. Finite total value
It is also possible to consider a multiset as a function M :V →N0 ∪{+∞} changing
consequently the de>nitions of union and diGerence of two multisets. At this stage of
our research we limit to 0 the value of conformons with in>nite multiplicity. This
diGerent de>nition of multiset has important consequences on the generative capability
of conformon-P systems (the pre>x basic is removed when unbounded occurrences of
conformons are considered).
We may characterize the maximal generative power of conformon-P systems if we
consider partially blind program machines.
Nonrewriting Turing machines were introduced by Minsky in [18] and then recon-
sidered in [19] under the name of program machines. After their introduction such
machines and some variants of them have been studied under diGerent names: in [6]
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they were called (multi)counter machines, in [1] multipushdown machines, in [13]
register machines and in [8] counter automata. Such devices have counters (also
called registers) each of unbounded capacity recording a natural number or zero. Sim-
ple operations can be performed on the counters: addition of one unit and conditional
subtraction of one unit. After each or these operations the machine may change state.
The main diGerence between the original models and some of the subsequent variants
indicated above is that the latter may have a read only tape where the input is recorded.
In the model introduced by Minsky, and considered by us, such tape is not present
and the input is recorded as a number in one of the counters of the machine.
Formally a program machine with n counters (n∈N) is de>ned as M =(S; R; s0; f),
where S is a >nite set of states, s0; f∈ S are, respectively, called the initial and 7nal
states, R is the >nite set of instructions of the form (s; op(l); v; w), with s; v; w∈ S,
s =f; op(l)∈{l+; l−}; 16l6n.
A con7guration of a program machine M with n counters is given by an element in
the n+1-tuples (s;Nn0), s∈ S. Given two con>gurations (s; l1; : : : ; ln), (r′; l′1; : : : ; l′n) we
de>ne a computational step as (s; l1; : : : ; ln)  (s′; l′1; : : : ; l′n) if (s; op(l); v; w)∈R and:
• if op(l)= l−; l= li and li =0, then s′= v; l′i = li − 1; l′j = lj; j = i; 16j6n;
if op(l)= l−; l= li and li =0, then s′=w; l′j = lj; 16j6n;
(informally: in state s if the content of counter l is greater than 0, then subtract 1
from that counter and change state into v, otherwise change state into w)
• if op(l)= l+; l= li, then s′= v; l′i = li + 1; l′j = lj; j = i; 16j6n;
(informally: in state s add 1 to counter l and change state into v).
The re5exive and transitive closure of  is indicated by ∗.
A computation is a >nite sequence of transitions between con>gurations of a program
machine M starting from the initial con>guration (s0; l1; : : : ; ln) with l1 =0; lj =0; 26j
6n. If the last of such con>gurations has f as state, then we say that M accepted the
number l1. The set of numbers accepted by M is de>ned as L(M)= {l1 | (s0; l1; : : : ; ln)
∗ (f; l′′1 ; : : : ; l′′n )}.
For every program machine it is possible to create another one accepting the same
set of numbers and having all counters empty in the >nal state.
Partially blind program machines were introduced in [6] and de>ned as program
machines without test on zero. The only allowed operations are increase and decrease
of one unit per time of the counters indicated as (s; l+; v) and (s; l−; v), respectively.
In case the machine tries to subtract from a counter having value zero it stops in a
non>nal state. In [6] it is also proved that such machines are strictly less powerful than
nonblind ones.
Theorem 1. The class of numbers generated by conformon-P systems coincides with
the one generated by partially blind program machines.
Proof. A conformon-P system may simulate any partially blind program machine. The
proof of this assertion is based on a construction of a conformon-P system as suggested
in Fig. 5.
In the initial con>guration of the conformon-P system for each counter l of the
simulated partially blind program machine there are in>nitely many occurrences of the
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Fig. 5. The conformon-P system related to Theorem 1.
conformon [l; 0] in membrane 3 while the >nal membrane (membrane 4 in the >gure)
contains as many copies of such conformons as the values kl of the counters at the
initial con>guration of the simulated machine. The addition of one unit to one counter
l is simulated moving one occurrence of the conformon [l; 0] from membrane 3 to the
>nal one; the subtraction of one unit with the passage of one occurrence of the same
conformon from the >nal membrane to membrane 3. The simulation of subtraction of
one unit from a counter leads to a deadlock is case the counter is empty (that is in
the simulation there is no occurrence of [l; 0] in membrane 4).
For each state sj of the partially blind program machine the initial con>guration
of the conformon-P systems has [sj; 0] in membrane 7 and [Gj; 1] in membrane 6.
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Moreover, for each instruction of the kind (si; l+; sj) of the partially blind program
machine the initial con>guration of the conformon-P system has [s′j; l; 0] in membrane
1; for each instruction of the kind (si; l−; sj) the initial con>guration of the conformon-P
system has [s′′j; l; 0] in membrane 1; if f= sd is the >nal state of the simulated machine,
then [s′′′d ; 0] is also associated to membrane 1 in the initial con>guration. During the
simulation only one conformon [sg; 7] may be associated to membrane 1 ([sg; 0] is not
associated to membrane 7 then), initially it is the one related to s0, the initial state of
the simulated machine.
Considering that the passage of conformons between membranes is determined only
by the value of conformons, the value of speci>c conformons is changed so that they
may pass to diGerent membrane through Splitters in order to perform diGerent tasks.
Owing to how the conformon-P system is constructed pairs of speci>c conformons
associated to the same membrane may be involved in one interaction, after this the
resulting conformons may only pass to another membrane.
If the instruction (si; l+; sj) is present in the simulated partially blind program ma-
chine, then the rule si
6→ s′j; l is in R1. The conformons [s′j; l; 6] and [si; 1] are generated
if this rule is applied, they may pass via spl1 to membranes 3 and 5, respectively. In
membrane 3 [s′j; l; 6] will be used to pass an occurrence of [l; 0] from this membrane to
the >nal one. This is performed >rst increasing to 5 the value of an occurrence of such
a conformon. When this happens [s′j; l; 1] and [l; 5] may pass to membrane 4 via spl2.
Here these two conformons may interact by the rule l 5→ s′j; l so that [l; 0] and [s′j; l; 6]
are created. The >rst of the two conformons may remain in this membrane while the
second may pass to membrane 5 via spl4. If, in all the just described situations, a
conformon passes to a Splitter without interacting >rst, then it may only pass back to
the membrane where it came from.
Later we will describe what it may happen in membrane 5.
If the instruction (si; l−; sj) is present in the simulated partially blind program ma-
chine the rule si
5→ s′′j; l is in R1. The passage of one occurrence of [l; 0] from membranes
4 to 3 is performed in way similar to the inverse of this operation. In case no confor-
mon [l; 0] is associated to membrane 4, then [s′j; l; 5] may only pass from membrane 4 to
spl4 and vice verse such that no conformon will ever be associated to the acknowledge
membrane.
Also in this case when the simulation of the instruction is completed the confor-
mons [si; 2] and [s′′j; l; 5] may be in membrane 5. Starting from this membrane and via
membranes 6, 7 and spl3 the conformon [sj; 7] is created and passed to membrane 1.
For each instruction (si; l+; sj) the rule si
1→ s′j; l is in R5, while si 2→ s′′j; l is in R5 for
each instruction (si; l−; s′′j ). When two conformons interact according to one of these
rules [si; 0] and [s′j; l; 7] or [s
′′
j; l; 7] are generated. The >rst of these conformons may pass
to membrane 7, the other two to membrane 6. In this last membrane the value of s′j; l
and s′j; l is decreased by 7 while the one of Gj is increased by the same quantity. The
new generated conformons, [s′j; l; 0]; [s
′′
j; l; 0] and [Gj; 8], may pass to membranes 1 and
7, respectively. In this last membrane [Gj; 8] may interact with [sj; 0] such that [Gj; 1]
and [sj; 7] are generated and may pass to membranes 6 and 1, respectively.
The simulation of one of the previous mentioned instructions has been performed.
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If si =f, then the rule si
4→ s′′′i is associated to membrane 1. So if [si; 7] with si =f
is associated to this membrane, then [s′′′i ; 4] is generated. It may only pass to the
acknowledge membrane, membrane 2 in the >gure, ending in this way the computa-
tion.
We pass now to prove that any conformon-P system can be simulated by a par-
tially blind program machine. We know that the number of membranes, the diGerent
conformons and the total amount t of values are >nite quantities in any conformon-P
system. Each counter of the program machine will be labeled OXx where O indicates
a membrane, X the name content and x the value content of a conformons associ-
ated to the simulated system. There will be no counters representing in>nite confor-
mons (with 0 as value) associated to a membrane. The number recorded in a counter
OXx indicates how many copies of the conformon [X; x] are associated to membrane
O. Let =(V; =(N; E); fin; ack; L1; : : : ; Lm; R1; : : : ; Rm) the conformon-P system and
M =(S; R= {l1; : : : ; ln}; s0; f) the partially blind program machine simulating it. In the
initial con>guration of the program machine the counter l1 contains a random number
y. We will say that the partially blind program machine M correctly simulated the
conformon-P system  if M reaches the >nal state with all its counters empty.
The simulation is composed by three phases:
(1) creation of the initial con>guration of the simulated system;
(2) simulation of the possible operations of the simulated system;
(3) check of the accepted number.
We now describe these three steps in detail.
Phase 1: Starting from state s0 the initial con>guration of the simulated conformon-P
systems is recorded into the registers. For each conformon ([X; x]; k) associated to the
initial con>guration in membrane O of the simulated system, there will be a sequence
of k instructions (s1; OXx+; s2); (s2; OXx+; s3); : : : ; (sk ; OXx+; r) increasing the value of the
counter OXx to k. If more that one conformon is associated to the initial con>guration,
then the state reached at the end of a sequence of instructions related to one conformon
(r in the previous sequence) is the >rst state of another sequence related to another con-
formon. The state reached by the program machine at the end of Phase 1 is Ps, when this
state is reached Phase 2 starts. If, for instance, the conformons ([A; 5]; 3) and [B; 2] as-
sociated to membrane O represent the initial con>guration of the simulated system, then
the instructions: (s0; OA5+; s[OA5+ ;2]); (s[OA5+ ;2]; OA5+; s[OA5+ ;3]); (s[OA5+ ;3]; OA5+; s[OB2+ ;1]),
(s[OB2+ ;1]; OB2+; Ps) are present in the program machine.
Phase 2: The passage of a conformon [X; x] from membrane U to membrane Q is
represented removing one unit from the counter UXx and adding one unit to the counter
QXx . The interaction between two conformons is represented in a similar way. The
several operations possible in the simulated system are simulated in a nondeterministic
way. In case the partially blind program machine tries to simulate an operation that
is not allowed in the simulated system it stops in a non>nal state. The only way for
the partially blind program machine to reach a >nal state is to add one unit to one of
the counters OXx where O is the label of the acknowledge membrane of the simulated
system. Now we will describe the simulation in more detail, for a better understanding
instructions are numbered.
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The simulation of the passage of a conformon [X; x] from membrane U to membrane
Q considering that (U;Q; p)∈E and p(x) holds, is performed in the following way:
for each register UXx such that p(x) holds there are instructions:
(1) ( Ps; UXx−; s[UXx− ; QXx+]);
(2) (s[UXx− ; QXx+]; QXx+; sˆ).
Instruction 1 decreases the value of register UXx and changes into s[UXx− ; QXx+] the
state. In case the content of UXx is 0 the machine stops in a non>nal state. If not the
content of register QXx is increased by one unit by instruction 2. If membrane Q= ack,
then sˆ= PPs (such that phase 3 starts), otherwise sˆ= Ps. In case the conformon [X; x], with
x=0, is associated to membrane Q with in>nite multiplicity, then instruction 2 is not
present and sUXx− ; QXx+ = Ps.
The simulation of the rule A e→B between [A; a] and [B; b], both associated to mem-
brane O, is performed in the following way: for each e6a6t there are instructions:
(1) ( Ps; OAa−; s
′
[A
e→ B; a;O]);
(2) (s′
[A
e→ B; a;O]; OAa−e+; s
′′
[A
e→ B; a;O]);
(3) (s′′
[A
e→ B; a;O]; OBb−; s
′′′
[A
e→ B; b;O]);
(4) (s′′′
[A
e→ B; b;O]; OBb+e+; Ps).
Instruction 1: a conformon associated to membrane O having value a¿e is randomly
chosen and its content is decreased by one unit. If its content is 0 this means that in
that moment of the simulation membrane O does not contain any conformon [A; a] so
that the rule cannot be simulated and the partially blind program machine stops in a
non>nal state. If its content is at least 1, then one unit is subtracted from it and the
machine change state into s′
[A
e→ B; a;O]:
Instruction 2: if the rule A e→B is applied in membrane O, then the subtraction of
e to the value of [A; a] implies the creation in membrane O of one occurrence of
[A; a− e]. This instruction simulates this and it is present only if [A; a− e] is not one
of the conformons with 0 energy and in>nite multiplicity associated to membrane O.
If this is the case this instruction is not present s′
[A
e→ B; a;O] = s
′′
[A
e→ B; a;O]:
Instruction 3: in order to simulate the rule A e→B in membrane O a conformon [B; b]
has to be associated to this membrane. This instruction subtracts one unit the content of
the register associated to a conformon with name B randomly chosen between the ones
associated to membrane O. In case membrane O contains in>nitely many occurrences
of a conformon with name B, then this instruction is not present for b=0, moreover
s′′
[A
e→ B; a;O] = s
′′′
[A
e→ B; b;O].
Instruction 4: the content of the register related to the conformon [B; b + e] is
increased by one unit.
Phase 3: When the partially blind program machine is in state PPs it means that
the simulation of the passage of one conformon to the acknowledge membrane has
been simulated. From this state all registers related to conformons of the simulates
conformon-P system associated to membranes diGerent than the >nal one are randomly
decreased. The ones related to conformons associated to the >nal membrane are de-
creased together with the content of register l1: for one unit removed to one of these
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Fig. 6. The conformon-P system with priorities related to Theorem 2.
registers one unit is subtracted from l1. If in this process the machine tries to subtract
one unit from a register whose content is 0, then the machine stops in a non>nal
state. At any stage of this process the machine may go into the >nal state f. If then
all counters are empty we will say that the partially blind program machine correctly
simulated the conformon-P system accepting the number y.
In case we assume that the passage of conformons to another membrane can be
performed only if no interaction is possible in a membrane, then conformon-P systems
with priorities (because of this feature) may simulate any program machine.
Theorem 2. The class of numbers generated by conformon-P systems with priorities
coincides with the one generated by program machines.
Proof. Fig. 6 represents a conformon-P system with priorities simulating a program
machine; during this proof we will refer to such >gure.
For each state si of the simulated program machine there is a conformon with name
si. Let z be the number of instructions of the kind (si; l+; sq; sq)∈R. For each of these
instructions there is a conformon with name s′q; l; 16q6z. Let o be the number
of instruction of the kind (si; l−; v; w)∈R. For each of these instructions there are
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conformons with name s′′g; l and Psg; l; 16g6o. If f= sd is the >nal state there will be
a conformon with name s′′′d .
The initial con>guration of the conformon-P system with priorities has all confor-
mons with name s′q; l; s
′′
g; l and s
′′′
d and 0 as value in membrane 1; all the ones with
name Psg; l and 1 as value in membrane 7; all the ones with name si and 0 as value in
membrane 9 except the one with name of the initial state s0 that will be in membrane 1
with value 9. Moreover, for each counter l of the simulated machine there are in>nite
occurrences of the conformons [l; 0] in membrane 3, while the >nal membrane (mem-
brane 4 in the >gure) contains as many copies of such conformons as the values kl of
the counters at the initial con>guration of the simulated machine. The addition of one
unit to one counter l is simulated moving one occurrence of the conformon [l; 0] from
membrane 3 to the >nal one; the subtraction of one unit is simulated with the passage
of one occurrence of the same conformon from the >nal membrane to membrane 3.
For each instruction of the type (si; l+; sq; sq)∈R there is in membrane 1 the rule
si
6→ s′q; l; for each instruction of the kind (si; l−; v; w)∈R, there is in membrane 1 the
rule si
7→ s′′g; l, 16g6o; for f= sd ∈ S there is in membrane 1 the rule si 8→ s′′′d .
As we will see only one conformons of the kind [si; 9] may be associated to mem-
brane 1. As we said initially it is the one related to the initial state of the program
machine.
Considering that the interaction between conformons has priority on the passage,
such conformon may interact only with one other conformon with name s′q; l, s
′′
g; l or
s′′′d according to the simulated instruction. In any case both resulting conformons may
pass to spl1.
If an [s′′′d ; 8] is associated to spl1, then it will pass to membrane 2, the acknowledg-
ment membrane, halting the computation.
If [s′q; l; 6] is associated to spl1, then the process of adding a unit to the counter
l is going to be simulated. This is performed moving one occurrence of [l; 0] from
membranes 3 to 4. So [s′q; l; 6] may pass to membrane 3 while [si; 3] to membrane 5.
In membrane 3 for each s′q; l there is the rule s
′
q; l
5→ l, in this way [s′q; l; 6] may interact
with one (of the in>nite) [l; 0] so to get [s′q; l; 1] and [l; 5]. Both conformons may
pass to membrane 4. In this membrane there is the inverse of the rules associated to
membrane 3: the two conformons may interact so to get [s′q; l; 6] and [l; 0]. From this
membrane only conformons with a value bigger than 3 may pass to spl2, so [s
′
q; l; 6]
does it and from here it may pass to membrane 5. For each instruction of the type
(si; l+; sq; sq)∈R there is a rule si 3→ s′q; l in this membrane so [s′q; l; 6] may increase its
value to 9 interacting with [si; 3]. After this both conformons may pass to membrane 9.
We will discuss later what may happen in this membrane.
In case in membrane 1 the conformons [si; 9] interact with one of the type [s′′g; l; 0]
(the conditional subtraction is going to be simulated), the conformons [si; 2] and [s′′g; l; 7]
are created, then via spl1, they may pass to membranes 5 and 4, respectively.
The priority of interaction on passage plays an important role now as if in membrane
4 there is a conformon [l; 0], then [s′′g; l; 7] has to interact with it according to the rule
s′′g; l
4→ l (associated to membrane 4 for each instruction (si; l−; v; w)∈R). In this case,
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via spl2, [s
′′
g; l; 2] and [l; 4] will both pass to membrane 6. Here there is the inverse of
the rules s′′g; l
4→ l so that [l; 0] and [s′′g; l; 7] are created and may pass to membrane 3
(a unit has been subtracted from the counter in the simulation) and 7, respectively. In
this last membrane for each conformon [ Psg; l; 1] associated to it there is a rule s′′g; l
7→ Psg; l
such that [ Psg; l; 1] and [s′′g; l; 7] may interact to generate [ Psg; l; 8], passing to membrane 5,
and [s′′g; l; 0] passing to membrane 10. In a while we will see what may happen to these
two conformons.
If in membrane 4 there is no conformon [l; 0], then [s′′g; l; 7] will pass, via spl2, to
membrane 5.
According to what just described, for each instruction of the type (si; l−; v; w)∈R,
in membrane 5 it is going to be [ Psg; l; 8] if a unit has been subtracted from the counter,
or [s′′g; l; 7] otherwise. For each of these instructions the rules si
2→ Psg; l and si 2→ s′′g; l are
associated to this membrane so that [si; 0], [ Psg; l; 10] or [sg; l; 9] may be generated and
pass to membrane 9.
Starting from membrane 9 the new conformon related to the next state of the sim-
ulated program machine is created. When this is done this conformon passes to mem-
brane 1. For each instruction (si; l+; sq; sq)∈R in membrane 9 there is a rule decreasing
the value of conformons having name s′q; l of 6 units and increasing of the same amount
the one of the conformon with name sq. In the same membrane for each instruction
(si; l−; v; w)∈R, there are rules Psg; l 6→ st = v and s′′g; l 6→ su=w. From this membrane all
conformons with a value bigger than 4 may pass to membrane 10. Here for each
conformon having name s′q; l; s
′′
g; l and Psg; l there are rules decreasing the value of 3
and increasing of the same amount the one of conformons with name sq; st and su
respectively. These rules are related to the instructions just mentioned; in Fig. 6 con-
formons with name sq; st and su associated to membrane 10 have been grouped under
the generic name si.
From this membrane conformons may pass to other membranes: the one with value
9 to membrane 1 (so that the simulation process of another instruction may be per-
formed); via spl3 the ones with value 0 and 1 to membranes 1 and 7, respectively.
What just described is the proper simulation of a general instruction of the program
machine. The system may anyhow evolve in a way that no instruction is simulated.
In membrane 3 for instance it may happen that, after the only possible interaction,
the conformon [l; 5] passes to membrane 4 before [s′q; l; 1] does. In this case, from
membrane 4, [l; 5] could pass to spl2 and remain there. This is just one of the possible
deadlocks present in this system (similar situation may be present in membranes 1
and 9) whose ultimate cause is the lack of maximal parallelism. As already de>ne in
Section 3 we prefer not to have this feature that anyhow does not increase the power
of our systems.
It is interesting to note that the just described conformon-P systems and conformon-P
systems with priorities increase or decreases the value of conformons keeping con-
stant the total sum of the values of the conformons associated to all membranes
of them.
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6. Unbounded total value
Starting from the de>nition of conformon-P systems we consider now that confor-
mons present in unbounded copies may have an integer as value. As a consequence of
this assumption, the sum of the values of all the conformons associated to the system
is unbounded.
We will call conformon-P system with unbounded value such variant. The set gen-
erated by these systems considers the conformons associated to the >nal membrane
together with their value.
Formally
L() = {[X; x] |X ∈ supp(M>n); (L1; : : : ; Lm)⇒∗(M ′1; : : : ; M ′m)⇒∗
⇒∗(M1; : : : ; Mm); supp(M ′ack) = ∅; supp(Mack) = ∅}:
As stated by the next theorem such a variant of conformon-P systems may simulate
any program machine.
Theorem 3. The class of numbers generated by conformon-P systems with unbounded
value coincides with the one generated by program machines.
Proof. The simulation of a program machine present in this proof is diGerent from the
one presented in the proof of Theorem 2.
Fig. 7 represent a conformon-P system with unbounded value simulating a program
machine, during this proof we will refer to this >gure.
For each state si ∈ S of the simulated program machine there is a conformon with
name si. Moreover, for each state si ∈ S for which (si; l+; sq; sq)∈R there is a conformon
with name s′q; l; for each pair of states so; sg ∈ S for which (si; l−; so; sg)∈R there are
conformons with name s′′′g; l and s
′′′′
o; l ; if f= sd ∈ S is the >nal state, there is a conformon
with name s′′d .
The initial con>guration of the conformon-P system with in>nite value has all con-
formons with name s′q; l, s
′′
d , s
′′′
g; l and s
′′′′
o; l and 0 as value in membrane 1; all the ones
with name si and 0 as value in membrane 11 except the one with name of the initial
state s0 that will be in membrane 1 with value 9. Moreover if zl is the initial value
of the counter l of the simulated machine, then the conformon [l; 2zl] is associated
to membrane 4. As we will see the simulation of addition of one unit to a counter
corresponds to the addition of 2 to the value of the related conformon; the simulation
of subtraction of one unit from a counter corresponds to the subtraction of 2 from the
value of the related conformon. Considering that initially empty counters are repre-
sented by conformons having 0 as value we have that the value of any conformon l
will always be an even number (if the simulation is performed in a proper way). In
general we will indicate with kl the value of the conformon having l as name. The
rest of the conformons associated to the initial con>guration and the rules associated
to each membrane will be introduced during the proof.
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Fig. 7. The conformon-P system with in>nite value related to Theorem 3.
For each instruction of the type (si; x; sv; sw), x∈{l+; l−} in the program machine
there are in membrane 1 rules:
• si 5→ s′q; l with q= v if x= l+ (in this case sv= sw);
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• si 8→ s′′′′o; l and si 7→ s′′′g; l with o=w and g= v if x= l−;
• si 6→ s′′d if si is the >nal state.
As we will see only one conformons of the kind [si; 9] may be associated to mem-
brane 1. As said before initially it is the one related to the initial state of the program
machine.
In membrane 1 at most one of the possible interaction may take place each time
that there is a conformon of type [si; 9]. If this happens both resulting conformons may
pass to spl1, if [si; 9] does not interact it may also pass to spl1 but then it may only
pass back to membrane 1. Any other conformon with name si and value diGerent than
9 may pass from spl1 to membrane 10; conformons [s
′
q; l; 5], [s
′′
d ; 6], [s
′′′
g; l; 7] and [s
′′′′
o; l ; 8]
will take diGerent routes.
If [s′′d ; 6] is associated to spl1, then it may pass to membrane 2, the acknowledgment
membrane, halting in this way the computation.
If [s′q; l; 5] is associated to spl1, then the addition one unit to the counter is going to
be simulated. This is performed adding 2 to the value of [l; kl] associated to membrane
4 (the >nal membrane). From spl1 [s
′
q; l; 5] may pass to membrane 3.
This membrane initially contains the conformons [Gl; 0] and the rules s′q; l
3→Gl for
each counter l. If this rule is applied the two resulting conformons, [Gl; 3] and [s′q; l; 2],
may pass to membrane 4. From this membrane [s′q; l; 2] may only pass to membrane 5
while [Gl; 3] may interact with [l; kl] increasing its value of 2. After this [Gl; 1] may
also pass to membrane 5. Here it may interact with [s′q; l; 2] increasing its value of
1. After this [Gl; 0] may pass to membrane 3 (recreating the initial situation in this
membrane) while [s′q; l; 3] to [5]inc where its value is increased to 5. When this happens
the conformon [s′q; l; 5] may pass to membrane 10. We will describe later what may
happen in this membrane.
The only module that requires an unbounded number of conformons with value
diGerent that 0 is just [5]inc: during the simulation it may happen to increase the value
of [s′q; l; 3] an unlimited number of times.
If [s′′′g; l; 7] is associated to spl1, then the conformon-P system with unbounded value
will simulate the instruction (si; l−; sv; sw) with g= v only if the value of the counter l
is 0. Once in spl1 [s
′′′
g; l; 7] may only pass to membrane 4 and here interact with [l; kl]
increasing its value of 5 units. Then [s′′′g; l; 2] may pass to membrane 6. If kl =0, then
[l; kl + 5] may only remain in this membrane or pass to membrane 9 (if kl=2) as
we will see in short. In both cases no conformon may ever pass to the acknowledge
membrane. If, on the other hand, kl=0, then [l; 5] may pass to membrane 6. When
also [s′′′g; l; 2] is associated to this membrane the value of this last conformon may be
increased by 5 and the one of l decreased by the same quantity. When this happens
[l; 0] may pass to membrane 4 while [s′′′g; l; 7] to membrane 10. So the conformon [s
′′′
g; l; 7]
may be associated to membrane 10 only if [l; 0] was associated to membrane 4. If kl
was diGerent than 0, then [s′′′g; l; 2] may only remain into membrane 6 and no conformon
may ever pass to the acknowledge membrane.
If [s′′′′o; l ; 8] is associated to spl1, then the conformon-P system with in>nite value will
simulate the instruction (si; l−; sv; sw) with o=w only if the value of the counter l is
bigger than 0. Once in spl1 [s
′′′′
o; l ; 8] may only pass to membrane 4 and here interact
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with [l; kl] increasing its value of 7 units. If kl=0 [l; 7] may remain in the same
membrane or pass to membrane 9. In both cases no conformon may ever pass to the
acknowledge membrane as we will see in short. If kl =0, then [l; kl + 7] may only
remain in membrane 9. Now the value of [l; kl+7] has to be decreased of 9 (7 coming
from s′′′′o; l and 2 to simulate the subtraction of one unit from the counter l). This is
performed with the help of conformon Fl. From membrane 4 the conformon [s′′′′o; l ; 1]
may pass to membrane 7 that initially contains the conformons [Fl; 3] for each counter
l. Here the two conformons may interact so that [Fl; 5] and [s′′′′o; l ; 0] are generated and
pass to membranes 4 and 8, respectively. In membrane 4 the values of Fl and l are
nondeterministically increased or decreased so that when [Fl; 13] is generated it may
pass to [11]dec. It is important to notice that [Fl; 13] may be generated only if l had
an initial value bigger than 2. From [11]dec the value of Fl is decreased to 11. After
it [Fl; 11] may pass to membrane 8. Here [s′′′′o; l ; 0] and [Fl; 11] may interact generating
[Fl; 3] and [s′′′′o; l ; 8], the >rst may pass to membrane 7 (recreating the initial situation
in this membrane) while the second to membrane 10. If kl was smaller than 2, then
[Fl; 13] may never be generated, as consequence of this [s′′′′o; l ; 0] would remain into
membrane 8 and no conformon would ever pass to the acknowledge membrane.
When one conformon of the kind s′q; l, s
′′′
g; l or s
′′′′
o; l is associated to membrane 10 the
conformon related to the simulation of the next state of the program machine has to
be created.
For each instruction of the type (si; x; sv; sw), x∈{l+; l−} in the program machine
there are in membrane 10 rules:
• si 4→ s′q; l with q= v, if x= l+;
• si 1→ s′′′′o; l and si 2→ s′′′g; l with o=w and g= v, if x= l−;
such that the value of si is decreased to 0 while the one of s′q; l, s
′′′
g; l or s
′′′′
o; l is increased
to 9. When this happens conformons with value 0 or 9 may pass to membrane 11. Here
each s′q; l, s
′′′
g; l and s
′′′′
o; l may decrease its value of 5 and increase the one of sq, sg or so,
respectively, of the same quantity. The applied rules are related to the just mentioned
instructions. In Fig. 7 conformons with name sq, sg or so have been grouped under the
generic name si in membrane 11. From this membrane any conformon with value ¿4
may pass to spl2. From here if the value of a conformon is 9, then it may only pass
back to membrane 11, otherwise to membrane 13. In this membrane each s′q; l, s
′′′
g; l and
s′′′′o; l may decrease its value of 4 and increase the one of si of the same quantity. When
this happens all conformons with value 60 or ¿9 may pass to membrane 1.
A conformon [si; 9] is now associated to membrane 1 after the simulation of an
instruction of the program machine.
7. Final remarks
It would be interesting to continue to modify the de>nition of conformon-P systems
given in Section 3, removing or adding features, in order to see how this is re5ected
on the computational power of the systems.
The original model of P systems [20] considers a tree as underlying graph. This
was inspired by the organization of a single cell. Simply starting from the de>nition
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Fig. 8. The basic conformon-P system related to Example 2.
of a general graph (that may correspond in biology to the organization of more cells)
we did not limit the structure underlying conformon-P systems to a tree. It would be
interesting to investigate in this direction and also consider graphs of other restricted
forms (as a star, a linear tree, a ring, etc.).
Another possible variant to investigate is the one considering only one kind of pred-
icates for the edges. Of course, all results presented in this paper may be performed by
the speci>c variant of conformon-P systems having only = n as label. This fact comes
from the obvious observation that any predicate of the type 6x may be substituted
by predicates of the kind =0, = 1, · · · = x, and that any predicate of the kind ¿x
into predicates = x, = x + 1; : : : ;= t where t represents that total sum of values of the
conformons associated to a system if this sum is bounded. In case this sum is not
bounded a study of the possible values of a conformon might bring to similar conclu-
sions. Things become more interesting in the moment in which we limit the one kind
of predicate to ¿n or 6n. This variants has not been investigated in detail by us.
We may also consider that the interaction between two conformons or the passage
of a conformon from one membrane to another may subtract a >nite amount from the
value of the conformon involved in the operation or that the value of conformons may
increase upon entering membranes.
It would be certainly appreciated by the community if one of such variants had an
in>nite hierarchy on the number of nodes.
In Section 3, we de>ned successful computations for conformon-P systems the ones
having a con>guration in which a conformon is associated to the acknowledge mem-
brane. When this happens it was said that “the computation is halted, that is no other
operation is performed even if it could”. It is possible to diGerentiate this de>nition in
a more precise way:
(1) no operation is possible;
(2) the possible operations do not change the multiset associated to the >nal membrane;
(3) the possible operations do change the multiset associated to the >nal membrane.
Does this more detailed de>nition of halting make any diGerence in the computational
power of conformon-P systems? If yes, in what terms?
The following is another example of basic conformon-P system generating any set
{o; : : : ; o+ k}⊂N0.
Example 2. Fig. 8 represents the basic conformon-P system considered in this exam-
ple. The initial con>guration of this system has o occurrences of the conformon [C; 0]
in the >nal membrane (membrane 2 in the >gure), while k are present in membrane l
together with the conformon [X; 3]. This last conformon may in membrane 1 repeatedly
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Fig. 9. A Petri net representing the interaction of two conformons.
interact with one occurrence per time of C by the rule X 2→C, so that both resulting
conformons may pass to the >nal membrane. In this membrane the inverse interaction
is present such that [C; 0] and [X; 3] are generated. The conformon [X; 3] may pass
back to membrane 1 repeating the process (maximum k times) or pass to the acknowl-
edgment membrane halting in this way the computation. In this system minimum o and
maximum o + k occurrences of [C; 0] can be associated to the >nal membrane when
[X; 3] is associated to the acknowledgment one.
We can notice that this just described system belongs to the >rst item of the previous
list (as no operation is possible when the conformon [X; 3] is in the acknowledgment
membrane). Moreover, we can notice that the set of numbers generated by the sys-
tem presented in Example 2 would not be in5uenced by the presence of maximal
parallelism. Conversely if maximal parallelism is present in the system described in
Example 1, then only the number k can be generated (in one computational step all the
k conformons present in membrane 1 pass to membrane 2, all the ones with value 0
present in membrane 2 pass to membrane 1 while [X; 1] passes to the acknowledgment
membrane).
From these two examples some questions arise: does maximal parallelism make any
diGerence in the computational power of conformon-P systems? If yes how and at
which complexity costs?
Also of interest it would be the study of logically reversible computation in confor-
mon-P systems and the creation of reversible algorithms based on these devices. We
think that conformon-P systems are a simple platform to develop reversible computation
that could lead to the creation of experimental methods. Such an achievement would
be a “milestone in Biomolecular Computation” (as expressed in [26]).
The possibility to model the parallelism present in any variant of conformon-P sys-
tems with Petri nets is also interesting to investigate. This kind of nets were introduced
by C.A. Petri in his seminal Ph.D. thesis in 1964 to model concurrent and distributed
systems. The parallelism, basic in the theoretical facet of biomolecular computing, has
not yet been studied and formalized. The interaction between two conformons de>ned
in (1), may be represented by the Petri net present in Fig. 9 where we used the no-
tation indicated in the >rst chapter of [27]. We think that the possibility to model the
parallelism present in conformon-P systems may bring to a better understanding of the
behavior of such systems.
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The concept of conformon and the >ltering process performed by membranes may be
interpreted in a diGerent way than the one described in this paper. The value associated
with a conformon may be seen also as the electrical charge, the mass, the size, the
momentum, the spin, the speed or frequency of it. The interaction between conformons
would allow the passage of one or more of such features from one conformon to
another and membranes might allow the passage of conformons depending on one or
more such parameters. Moreover, a conformon may be seen not only as associated with
a biopolymer but as a generic molecule or a particle akin to a photon or an electron.
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